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QUESTION 1

You have ordered two FastConnect connections that provide a high availability connection architecture between your on-
premises data center and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). You want to run these connections in an ACTIVE/PASSIVE
architecture. 

How can you accomplish this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Decrease the prefix length of AS for the FastConnect you want to use as PASSIVE connection. 

B. Enable BGP on the FastConnect that you want as the ACTIVE connection. 

C. Use AS PATH prepending with your routes. 

D. Adjust one of the connections to have a higher ASN. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Resources/Assets/whitepapers/connectivity

redundancy-guide.pdf (5) 

 

QUESTION 2

You set up a bastion host in your VCN to only allow your IP address (140.19.2.140) to establish SSH connections to
your Compute Instances that are deployed in a private subnet. The Compute Instances have an attached Network
Security Group with a Source Type: Network Security Group (NSG), Source NSG: NSG-050504. To secure the bastion
host, you added the following ingress rules to its Network Security Group: 

However, after checking the bastion host logs, you discovered that there are IP addresses other than your own that can
access your bastion host. 

What is the root cause of this issue? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The Security List allows access to all IP address which overrides the Network Security Group ingress rules. 

B. All compute instances associated with NSG-050504 are also able to connect to the bastion host. 

C. The port 22 provides unrestricted access to 140.19.2.140 and to other IP address. 
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D. A netmask of /32 allows all IP address in the 140.19.2.0 network, other than your IP 140.19.2.140 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company has restructured its HR departments. As part of this change, you also need to re-organize compartments
within Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) to align them to the company\\'s new organizational structure. The following
change is required: 

Compartment Team_x needs to be moved under a new parent compartment, Project_B 

The tenancy has the following policies defined for compartments Project_A and Project_B: Policy1: Allow group G1 to
manage instance-family in compartment HR:Project_A Policy2: Allow group G2 to manage instance-family in
compartment HR:Project_B 

Which two statements describe the impacts after the compartment Team_x is moved? (Choose two.) 

A. Group G2 can now manage instance-families in compartment Project_B and compartment Team_X 

B. Group G1 can now manage instance-families in compartment Project_A, compartment Project_B and compartment
Team_X 

C. Group G1 can now manage instance-families in compartment Project_A but not in compartment Team_x 

D. Group G2 can now manage instance-families in compartment Project_A but not in compartment Team_x 

E. Group G2 can now manage instance-families in compartment Project_B, compartment Project_A and compartment
Team_X 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 4

You launched a Linux compute instance to host the new version of your company website via Apache Httpd server on
HTTPS (port 443). The instance is created in a public subnet along with other instances. The default security list
associated to the subnet is: 

You want to allow access to the company website from public internet without exposing websites eventually hosted on
the other instances in the public subnet. 

Which action would you take to accomplish the task? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create a network security group, add a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443 and associate it to the public
subnet that hosts the company website. 

B. In default security list, add a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443. 

C. Create a new security list with a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443 and associate it to the public
subnet. 

D. Create a network security group, add a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443 and associate it to the
instance that hosts the company website. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

One of the compute instances that you have deployed on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) is malfunctioning. You have
created a console connection to remotely troubleshoot it. 

Which two statements about console connections are TRUE? (Choose two.) 

A. It is not possible to use VNC console connections to connect to Bare Metal Instances. 

B. VNC console connection uses SSH port forwarding to create a secure connection from your local system to the VNC
server attached to your instance\\'s console. 

C. It is not possible to connect to the serial console to an instance running Microsoft Windows, however VNC console
connection can be used. 

D. For security purpose, the console connection will not let you edit system configuration files. 

E. If you do not disconnect from the session, your serial console connection will automatically be terminated after 24
hours. 
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Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You have received an email from your manager to provision new resources on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). When
researching OCI, you determined that you should use OCI Resource Manager. Since this is a task that will be done
multiple times for development, test, and production. You will need to create a command that can be re-used. 

Which CLI command can be used in this situation? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. oci resource-manager stack create ––tenancy–id \ ––config-source prod.zip ––variables file://variables.json \
––display-name Production stack build \ ––description Creating new Production environment 

B. oci resource-manager stack update ––compartment–id \ ––config-source prod.zip ––variables file://variables.json \
––display-name “Production stack build” \ ––description Creating new Production environment 

C. oci resource-manager stack create ––compartment–id \ ––config-source prod.zip ––variables file://variables.json \
––display-name Production stack build \ ––description Creating new Production environment 

D. oci resource-manager stack update ––tenancy–id \ ––config-source prod.zip ––variables file://variables.json \
––display-name “Production stack build” \ ––description Creating new Production environment 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two statements about the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Command Line Interface (CLI) are TRUE? (Choose
two.) 

A. You can run CLI commands from inside OCI Regions only. 

B. You can filter CLI output using the JMESPath query option for JSON. 

C. The CLI provides an automatic way to connect with instances provisioned on OCI. 

D. The CLI allows you to use the Python language to interact with OCI APIs. 

E. The CLI provides the same core functionality as the Console, plus additional commands. 

Correct Answer: BE  

 

QUESTION 8

Multiple teams are sharing a tenancy in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). You are asked to figure out an appropriate
method to manage OCI costs. 

Which is NOT a valid technique to accurately attribute costs to resources used by each team? (Choose the best
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answer.) 

A. Create a Cost-Tracking tag. Apply this tag to all resources with team information. Use the OCI cost analysis tools to
filter costs by tags. 

B. Create separate compartment for each team. Use the OCI cost analysis tools to filter costs by compartment. 

C. Create an Identity and Access Management (IAM) group for each team. Create an OCI budget for each group to
track spending. 

D. Define and use tags for resources used by each team. Analyze usage data from the OCI Usage Report which has
detailed information about resources and tags. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

You have set an alarm to be generated when the CPU usage of a specified instance is greater than 10%. In the alarm
behavior view below you notice that the critical condition happened around 23:30. You were expecting a notification
after 1 minute, however, the alarm firing state did not begin until 23:33. 

What should you change to fix it? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Change the alarm\\'s metric interval to 1. 

B. Change the alarm condition to be grater than 3%. 

C. Change the notification topic that you previously associated with the alarm. 

D. Change the alarm\\'s trigger delay minutes value to 1. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You have a group pf developers who launch multiple VM.Standard2.2 compute instances every day into the
compartment Dev. As a result, your OCI tenancy quickly hit the service limit for this shape. Other groups can no longer
create new instances using VM.Standard2.2 shape. 
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Because of this, your company has issued a new mandate that the Dev compartment must include a quota to allow for
use of only 20 VM.Standard2.2 shapes per Availability Domain. Your solution should not affect any other compartment
in the tenancy. 

Which quota statement should be used to implement this new requirement? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. set compute quota vm-standard2–2count to 10 in compartment dev where request.region = usphoenix–1 

B. set compute quota vm-standard2–2–count to 20 in compartment dev 

C. zero compute quotas in tenancy set compute quota vm–standard2–2–count to 20 in compartment dev 

D. zero compute quotas in tenancy set compute quota vm–standard2–2–count to 20 in tenancy dev 

Correct Answer: A 
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